
Chapter 3 New Question Types 

 
Be ready to write the complete answer for all study-guide questions with a reverse-print number. For example: 

 A Dagesh is a Dagesh Forte if and only if …  It is preceded by a vowel that is not Shewa. 

 When is a Shewa a Silent Shewa? 

 not under Dagesh Forte and the preceding vowel 

lacks metheg and is (short or accented long), or 

 before another Shewa, or 

 at the end of a word 

 When is a Shewa a Vocal Shewa? 

 at the beginning of a word, or 

 under a Dagesh Forte, or 

 after a vowel with Metheg, or 

 after an unaccented long vowel, or 

 after another Shewa if not at the end of a word 

 

Identify Dagesh and Shewa in the following word and syllabify it. 

 What is the Dagesh in the ּג of ֶרת ֶבֶ֫  (not preceded by vowel) ּג  Dagesh Lene in ? ּגְּ

 What is the Shewa in the ְְּּּג of ֶרת ֶבֶ֫  (word-initial) ּגְְּּ  Vocal Shewa in ? ּגְּ

 Syllabify ֶרת ֶבֶ֫ ְּ׀ְֶּרת ּגְּ ְּ׀ְֶּבֶ֫  ּגְּ

 Syllabify ה ה ֻחקָּ  ֻחקָּ

 

You may be given a transliterated vocabulary word and asked to write it in Hebrew and translate it. 

Thus for every chapter, make sure that you can identify all vocabulary words in Hebrew or in transliteration. 

 Write ʾādām in Hebrew  ם דָּ  אָּ

 Translate ʾādām  man, mankind, Adam (only need 1) 

   God, gods (only need 1) ֱאֹלִהים

 

 

  



Chapter 3 New Question Types – Answer Key 

 
Be ready to write the complete answer for all study-guide questions with a reverse-print number. For example: 

 A Dagesh is a Dagesh Forte if and only if …  It is preceded by a vowel that is not Shewa. 

 When is a Shewa a Silent Shewa? 

 not under Dagesh Forte and the preceding vowel 

lacks metheg and is (short or accented long), or 

 before another Shewa, or 

 at the end of a word 

 When is a Shewa a Vocal Shewa? 

 at the beginning of a word, or 

 under a Dagesh Forte, or 

 after a vowel with Metheg, or 

 after an unaccented long vowel, or 

 after another Shewa if not at the end of a word 

 

Identify Dagesh and Shewa in the following word and syllabify it. 

 What is the Dagesh in the ּג of ֶרת ֶבֶ֫  (not preceded by vowel) ּג  Dagesh Lene in ? ּגְּ

 What is the Shewa in the ְְּּּג of ֶרת ֶבֶ֫  (word-initial) ּגְְּּ  Vocal Shewa in ? ּגְּ

 Syllabify ֶרת ֶבֶ֫ ְּ׀ְֶּרת ּגְּ ְּ׀ְֶּבֶ֫  ּגְּ

 Syllabify ה ה ֻחקָּ  ֻחקָּ

 

You may be given a transliterated vocabulary word and asked to write it in Hebrew and translate it. 

Thus for every chapter, make sure that you can identify all vocabulary words in Hebrew or in transliteration. 

 Write ʾādām in Hebrew  ם דָּ  אָּ

 Translate ʾādām  man, mankind, Adam (only need 1) 

   God, gods (only need 1) ֱאֹלִהים

 


